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Business Challenge
Consumer preferences for communication have made a dramatic 
shift in recent years – 78% of consumers now desire texting options 
when communicating with businesses, and over 90% of
text messages are opened.  But in the ARM industry, texting 
consumers has remained limited by compliance concerns and 
technology integration.

Many agencies continue to rely on letters and phone calls, resulting 
in missed opportunities for a more cohesive contact strategy in 
consumer collections.

Solution Overview
The Ontario Omni® Text solution from Ontario Systems is an 
integrated offering that enables you to deploy a compliant consumer 
texting strategy.  Features include: 

 • Initiating a text message from the application to a consumer 
 • Tracking consumer consent and revocation to text 
 • Providing a short code that a consumer can use to send  
  keywords to obtain self-service info from the agency
 • Providing template messages (such as past due or payment 
  receipt notice) for sending to opted-in consumers from an  
	 	 agent	or	through	your	automated	workflow	
 • Tracking the number of text messages sent and received,  
  and including that as a contact attempt
 • Managing business processes based on the receipt or  
  response to a text

With the Ontario Omni Text capabilities, you can apply compliance 
rules and regulations such as managing text messages by state, 
applying frequency limits, and capturing the text history by phone 
number.

Enhance your consumer communication strategy with compliant and 
convenient texting capabilities.

Critical Differentiators
The Ontario Omni Text solution expands your communications 
approach with a new option to reach consumers in their preferred 
channel – all tightly integrated within the contact strategies in your 
collection system.  This creates an ecosystem where consumers 
can be reached in complementary methods for a fully realized 
omnichannel strategy that has already experienced wide adoption in 
consumer	financial	services.	

With the Ontario Omni Text solution, you can expect a seamless 
experience with your current platform, including:

 • Immediate account updating of consent, inbound, and  
  outbound texts
 • Tracking consumer consent and revocation to text, whether  
  it was received from text, voice, or consumer portal
 • Managing bounce backs from undeliverable messages

Get the integrated contact capabilities consumers prefer 
– and respond to – with Ontario Omni Text solutions. Want 
to learn more? Call your account executive today, or visit 
ontariosystems.com/omni-text.
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